End the British War on America!
by Robert Ingraham
Jan. 27—The future of every American, as well as
nying National Security report, signaled an extremely
countless numbers of human beings worldwide, now
aggressive turn against both China and Russia, and it
depends upon the life-and-death political battle being
contrasted this new military aggressiveness with the
waged inside the United States. That battle, however,
more peaceful (!) policies of the previous Obama Adhas been completely misrepresented in the establishministration.
ment news media, and is imperfectly understood even
Perhaps you have already taken a partisan position as
among many who are otherwise playing a positive role
to “where you stand” on these matters. If you watch MSat this time.
NBC’s Rachel Maddow you probably believe one thing;
On the one hand, various elements of the Democratic
if your taste runs toward Sean Hannity, you believe anParty, remnants of the Obama Administration and the
other. But before you act, consider this: you have been
political attack-dogs of George Soros are all portrayed as
fooled. Nothing described in the preceding two paraconstituting a partisan
graphs is actually scieneffort to remove Donald
tifically truthful. None of
Trump from office, either
it represents an accurate
through impeachment,
picture as to what is going
the use of the 25th Amendon in the world. So, before
ment, or other means.
you start writing letters,
Special Counsel Robert
making phone calls, or
Mueller’s ongoing witchsending out tweets, conhunt sits in the center of
sider the following.
these efforts. Many DemUnderstanding
ocratic Party elected offiWhere We Are
cials, out of either stupidAs this is being writity or fear, have fallen into
ten, the human species—
this trap, with the role of
and every nation on this
the Black Congressional
Kremlin.ru
Caucus being perhaps the Russia President Vladimir Putin and President Donald Trump met planet—is at a moment
not only of great, promost tragic.
at the G-20 summit in Hamburg, Germany, July 7, 2017.
found opportunity, but
Concurrently, if one
one where that opportunity is increasperuses almost any recent issue of an
ingly becoming reality. A new era for
American newspaper, or watches a
mankind is emerging within the
typical news program from CNN or
spreading geometry of the global
other media outlets, the consumer of
Belt and Road projects, including not
such “news” would be led to believe
only great economic projects, but enthat there is now a powerful “neocon
tirely new axioms for relations among
resurgence” within the United
nations, axioms which are increasStates, one which has attained hegeingly explicit, not merely implicit.
mony—or near-hegemony—within
The win-win outlook, as put forthe Trump Administration. The New
ward by Chinese President Xi JinYork Times, for example, in its front
ping, is rapidly becoming the interpage coverage of Trump’s Dec. 18
national norm, as more and more
speech, stated categorically that
nations are drawn into a policy of
Trump’s speech, and the accompa14
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Presidents Xi Jinping and Donald Trump, during the ceremony
welcoming Trump to China, Nov. 9, 2017.

physical-economic development, great projects and
peaceful cooperation. Rail, water, and electrification
projects in Africa show what is possible, and the recent
eager receptivity to this agenda at the China-CELAC
conference of Carribean and Latin American nations is
but one example of how the Belt and Road perspective
is spreading world-wide (see article, page 20).
We are dealing here with long arcs of history,
and in 2018 we are now nearing the end of one
human era and the beginning of another. Since
1763, the British Empire, including most emphatically its monetary and financial institutions, has dominated world affairs. That empire
has been challenged before, most notably by the
American Revolution, by Abraham Lincoln, by
Franklin Roosevelt, and others, but its hegemonic sway over human affairs has never been
broken. That is now happening.
The implications of this are huge, and it is
only possible to comprehend the current attacks
and pressures on Donald Trump if one begins
from that historic/global reality. The oligarchical
power brokers of London are beyond desperation—this is their “Hitler in the bunker
moment”—and they are lashing out.

desperate effort to overthrow the government of the
United States. A domestic “insurrection” against
Donald Trump—be it from the left or right—as it is
daily portrayed in the news media, does not exist. What
we are witnessing is a foreign-directed assault on Constitutional government in the United States.
This British onslaught includes the wholly Britishcreated and impeachment-intended “Russiagate” legal
attacks on the Trump White House—attacks now exposed as originating entirely with MI6 operative Christopher Steele, the GCHQ, and other British entities. The
onslaught also includes, however, the current effort by
so-called “neocons” to wreck President Trump’s positive foreign policy initiatives. These neocons—in both
the Republican and Democratic parties, as well as in the
U.S. national security establishment—far from being a
“home grown” war faction, all march to the tune set by
the London Economist, the Royal Institute for International Affairs (RIIA, Chatham House) and the RIIA’s
U.S. clone, the Council on Foreign Relations, along
with the latter’s many derivative and like-minded organizations. The war drive comes from London.
The entirety of the eight-year Obama Presidency was
one not only of permanent war, where U.S. troops were
officially engaged in combat for every single day of that
administration’s existence (the only Presidency in our
history of which that is true), but also where a dramatic
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All of the current anti-Trump operations emanate from London, and it is the British empire
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Example of the media blather to support the Mueller-led, anti-Trump
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shift was implemented toward strategic war
confrontation with both Russia and China.
In reality, it is precisely the “interruption” of
that war drive, occasioned by the fortunate
victory of Donald Trump in the November
2016 election, that is motivating the British
attacks on Trump today.

A Bit of Recent History

To comprehend the nature of today’s
battlefield, it is necessary to re-examine
events which took place in the wake of the
December 1991 dissolution of the Soviet
Union. At that time, the proposals by
Lyndon and Helga LaRouche for the estabThe George W. Bush Presidential Library
lishment of a partnership with the new UK Prime Minister Tony Blair (left) at a meeting meeting with President
Russian state and for a “European Trian- George W. Bush in Crawford, Texas, in 2002. Blair was pressuring Bush to
gle” and “Eurasian Landbridge” economic launch the war against Iraq.
development policy for the former Comecon nations, were rejected outright by the City of
nancial power that resides within the City of London, as
London and its allies in the George H.W. Bush Adminwell as in British control over many strategic raw materiistration. Instead, it was agreed that Russia would be
als. The modern British empire is a monetary empire, not
looted economically, dismembered, and extinguished
a geographical one. Perhaps even more damaging is the
as a strategic power. For the British throne this was to
whitewashing of historic British strategic designs. The
be the realization of its long-sought geopolitical goal to
real history of the last 200 years is largely unknown.
seize control of the Eurasian heartland, as spelled out
Throughout the 19th Century, the British Empire
decades ago by Sir Halford John Mackinder.
was considered the primary strategic and military adUnfortunately for the British, the 1999-2000 accesversary of the United States. Even up until the outbreak
sion of Vladimir Putin to power in Russia and the Putinof World War II, Britain was viewed as an adversary,
led victory in the Second Chechen War threw a moneven a potential enemy—as seen in the official U.S.
key-wrench into their plans. At the same time, the
War Plans Orange and Red—with far different strategic
economic and policy reforms initiated by Deng Xiao
interests than the United States.
ping and carried through by his successors, culminating
It was only with the death of Franklin Roosevelt in
in the Belt and Road Initiative of current Chinese Presi1945 that the grotesque “special relationship” would
dent Xi Jinping, have not only created the greatest ecoemerge. The two nations—which historically held antinomic miracle in modern history, but now anticipate a
thetical political, economic, and strategic views—were
permanent end to the hegemony of British imperial
now proclaimed to share a timeless cultural and polititrans-Atlantic rule.
cal bond, with unified views on liberty, democracy and
To this day, most Americans remain oblivious to the
all aspects of policy. But it was not Britain which
true nature of British imperial policy. Even among
changed after 1945; it was the United States, a change
honest patriotic American members of the military and
which escalated dramatically following the 1963
the national security apparatus, there is an egregious
murder of President John Kennedy.
error made in both misunderstanding British intentions,
America’s Reichstag Fire
and denigrating the influence and power of British caIn a speech delivered on April 22, 1999 in Chicago,
pabilities. Britain is viewed as the junior partner—with
British Prime Minister Tony Blair unveiled a new Stratethe emphasis on the word “junior”—in the “special regic Doctrine—to become known as the “Blair Doclationship,” and Britain’s influence is often dismissed
trine”—in which he proclaimed an end to the Westphaas insignificant.
lian System of sovereign nation states, in favor of a new
Part of the reason that Britain’s paramount role is
type of global interventionism, which he dubbed “a new
denied, is a failure among many to comprehend the fi16
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type of war.” As with all British utFrom the beginning, the actual
terances, Blair’s words only reBritish authorship of the 9/11 atvealed a portion of his intention.
tacks, particularly in collusion
Explicitly, Blair was promulgating
with and acting through their Saudi
a doctrine of limited colonial war,
Arabian assets, was proven. This
but the actual targets were Vladimir
was documented in a Special
Putin’s Russia and the emerging
Report published by EIR. It was
economic power of China. This
our partner in the Special Relationwas an open proclamation anship—our British “cousins”—who
nouncing a new era of Anglosent the planes into the World
American hegemonism globally,
Trade Center. The intention of 9/11
and this policy is precisely what
was to force the shell-shocked
Vladimir Putin denounced in his
United States into a policy of
famous February 10, 2007 speech
global permanent war, with the ulat the Munich Security Conference.
timate target being not Iraq or AfTwenty-nine months after
ghanistan—but Russia and China.
Blair’s speech, on Sept. 11, 2001,
Also, as documented by Barbara
America was the target of the most
Boyd, it was none other than Robert
heinous and murderous surprise
Mueller—the current princeling of
attack since Pearl Harbor, an
the Star Chamber that is targeting
attack which ushered in the nowPresident Trump—who, as then
cc/Cliff
ongoing 17 years of permanent Sept. 11, 2001 attack on the World Trade
FBI Director, classified the now nowar. America was propelled into Center in New York City.
torious “28 pages” that provided
war in Iraq—with the aid of Tony
proof of the Saudi role in 9/11, and
Blair’s lying “dodgy dossier”—with Britain and Amerit was Mueller who blocked Senator Bob Graham’s inica acting in lockstep, as comrades in arms. During all
vestigation at every turn. Mueller intervened again and
of the subsequent military operations, Britain has
again to keep the truth about 9/11 from coming out.
played the role of our most steadfast “ally.” The 9/11
As for Barack Obama, during his eight years in office,
attack was also the event which put the United States on
he exhibited complete fealty to the British Crown, and it
a sustained semi-militarized footing, i.e., the creation
was the British, once again, who led the way in overof the “security state,” with the FISA court, Homeland
throwing the government of Muammar Gaddafi in Libya
Security, and extensive surveillance of the American
in 2011, and then brutally torturing and murdering him.
population, as revealed by Edward Snowden.
Since 9/11, under Bush and even more so under

Robert Mueller, as FBI Director, blocked
investigation of the Saudi role in 9/11.
President George W. Bush meeting with Saudi
Arabian Ambassador Prince Bandar bin Sultan at
the Bush Ranch in Crawford, Texas, Aug. 27, 2002.
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asian Affairs Victoria Nuland.
Be clear! The Ukraine coup of 2014—
and everything flowing from it during the
last four years—poses a direct existential
national security threat to the nation of
Russia, including the potential full membership of Ukraine in NATO. During the
last thirty-six months, the Russian response, led by President Putin, has been
one of remarkable restraint, and this under
conditions of escalating sanctions, economic warfare, and NATO expansion unleashed against Russia.
As a result of British and Obama policy,
Russia is demonized today in ways that go
White House/Pete Souza
beyond even the worst cold war propaPresident Barack Obama, offering a toast to Queen Elizabeth in London, May
ganda. The day-in and day-out barrage of
25, 2011.
filth and lies that spews forth from the news
Obama, we have been living in a pre-war environment,
media can have only one effect, which is to prepare the
something akin to Europe between 1905 and 1914. This
population for the inevitability of some type of military
is all British Empire geopolitics. In 1906, seasoned inconfrontation with Russia. Is it a bluff? A game of
telligence officer Col. William Robertson—later to be
chicken? Only time will tell. But as the British have
Field Marshal Sir William Robertson, Chief of the Britdemonstrated repeatedly in the past, they are willing to
ish Imperial General Staff—speaking on the growing
go to war—even terrible genocidal war—to protect
threat to the British Empire from the rising economic
their geopolitical interests; and, as shown by the recent
might of Germany stated, “For centuries past we have
nuclear attack scare in Hawai’i, almost any provocation
thwarted . . . each and every power in turn which has asmight set off the nuclear trigger.
pired to continental predominance; and concurrently,
China is also in the cross-hairs. Sanctions and other
and as a consequence, we have enlivened our own
actions (such as requiring their news reporters to regissphere of imperial ascendancy. A new preponderance is
ter as “foreign agents”) are now being proposed against
now growing, of which the center of gravity is Berlin.
China, similar to what has already been done against
Anything . . . which would assist us in opposing this new
Russia, and the same media whores who vomit hatred
and most formidable danger would be of value to us.”
against Putin are now attacking the Belt and Road as a
This is the evil British geopolitical outlook—one they mastered in the 19th Century—and this is how they view Russia and
China today: enemies to be crushed.

Sarajevo

If 9/11 was the modern-day Reichstag
Fire, the Sarajevo fuse which now threatens
to unleash World War III was lit in 2014 in
Ukraine. Between Feb. 18 and 26 of that year,
the democratically-elected Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych was overthrown in a
coup d’état—an illegal coup led by outright
Nazis, and flagrantly backed and aided by the
British government and the Obama Administration, including the personal role of Assistant Secretary of State for European and Eur18
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Marines embark in March 2011 for deployment to the Libyan coast.
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to overturn the results of that election,
destroy Trump, and return the United
States to the policy axioms of the Obama
Administration. We are now in a fullblown foreign-led insurrection against
the President of the United States, a British effort to overthrow the U.S. government. There are various components of
this attack, but it is all one unified operation.
It is the British who are pushing a
war policy. Open your eyes and take in
the full picture. Pick up a copy of the
London Economist and read one of its
editorials. The British are terrified that a
United States, under Trump, might
cc/Mstyslav Chernov
escape from their geopolitical grasp.
Clashes in Kyev, the Ukraine capital, during the coup that overthrew President
And then they will be alone.
Viktor Yanukovych in February 2014.
Whether it is Robert Mueller, elestrategic threat. It must be remembered that it was the
ments of the FBI, elements of the National Security apBritish kiss-ass Obama’s “Asia Pivot” which initiated a
paratus, or deluded members of Congress—the individpolicy of military confrontation with China in East Asia.
uals now involved in the treasonous insurrection are all
de facto foreign agents, acting to overturn the election
The Assault on Donald Trump
and return the United States to full strategic partnership
Sixteen months after the British/Obama coup in
with Britain, as existed under Obama, to revive and unUkraine, on June 16, 2015, Donald Trump announced
leash a war drive, under British direction.
his candidacy for the Presidency. During that campaign
Victory
he stated repeatedly, on the record, that he was irrevocaAsk yourself: Where in history, where in the unibly committed to ending the sixteen-year policy of
verse are you? What is the nature of the opportunity
regime change and permanent war. He spoke often of
which now exists?
his desire to rebuild relations with Russia. And he vowed
There is no reason to get caught in limited pragmatic
to rebuild the infrastructure and industry of America.
thinking or stupid political tactics. There is no cause for
As has now been revealed in documents that have
pessimism. Far from it. China’s Belt and Road initiative
come to light, the targeting of the Trump candidacy by
is transforming the world and bringing the fifty-year
the FBI and other agencies began long before the elecmission of Lyndon LaRouche to fruition. Damocles’
tion, even as early as 2015 when his chances were being
sword hangs by a thread over the British imperial finandismissed by every political expert. From the start, the
cial system, ready to drop at any moment. A new era is
impetus for the attacks against Trump, as well as lying
now already being built.
libelous written reports, originated with Christopher
Meanwhile, Robert Mueller’s Russiagate investigaSteele and other British spook sources. And after the
tion has been seriously damaged, perhaps fatally, and
election, even as the get-Trump apparatus went into
the alleged “resurgence of the neocons” has yet to be
high gear, it was the lame duck Barack Obama, who
demonstrated as anything other than wishful thinking
during November 2016-January 2017, escalated provoby the British crowd. President Trump’s visit to Beijing
cations against Russia, including new sanctions, to
last November shows what is possible. Our job—those
poison the well for the incoming Trump Administration.
who are associated with the historic mission of Lyndon
Let us speak plainly. Everything we are seeing
LaRouche—is to identify and defeat this British attack
today—in regard to the attacks and pressures on Trump—
on our nation and to bring America into the win-win
stems from a concerted foreign attack on Constitutional
future of global cooperation and economic developgovernment in the United States. Since November 2016,
ment that is beckoning. This is our fight to win.
the primary strategic goal of the British empire has been
February 2, 2018
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